Building a reference functional model for EHR systems.
Our aim was to develop a reference functional model for electric health record systems (RFM). Such a RFM is built from functions using functional descriptive elements (FDEs) and represents the static relationships between them. This paper presents a new format for describing electric health record (EHR) system functions. Questionnaire and field interview survey was conducted in five hospitals in Japan and one in the USA, to collect data on EHR system functions. Based on survey results, a reference functional list (RFL) was created, in which each EHR system function was listed and divided into 13 FDE types. By analyzing the RFL, we built the meta-functional model and the functional model using UML class diagrams. The former defines language for expressing the functional model, while the latter represents functions, FDEs and their static relationships. A total of 385 functions were represented in the RFL. Six patterns were found for the relationships between functions. The meta-functional model was created as a new format for describing functions. Examples of the functional model, which included the six patterns in the relationships between functions and 11 verbs, were created. We present the meta-functional model, which is a new description format for the functional structure and relationships. Although a more detailed description is required to apply the RFM to the semiautomatic generation of functional specification documents, our RFM can visualize functional structures and functional relationships, classify functions using multiple axes and identify the similarities and differences between functions. The RFM will promote not only the standardization of EHR systems, but also communications between system developers and healthcare providers in the EHR system-design processes.